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What is sexmining ?
SexMining is a blockchain project that transforms any sexual relationship based on a voluntary agreement into mining.



SexMining is Bitcoin in the world of sex
The SexMining project is based on a cryptocurrency mining model based on the proof-service principle: some actions lead to the receipt of a certain amount of tokens. Mining is having sex in the SexMining project, as a prerequisite for the extraction of SEX tokens, according to the public offer agreement.



How it works?
Volunteers agree to jointly mine SEX tokens
The mining leader makes a stock of "resources" for mining (MNG tokens)
Volunteers meet and start mining together
All participants in the mining receive equal shares of the mined SEX tokens at the end of the process



The legal side of sexmining
The transfer of money, as well as payment for the provision of intimate services, is absent from a legal point of view. Partners receive an equal share of co-mining SEX tokens instead. This is a key point that makes sexual relations an element of Proof-of-Sex, a necessary part of the SEX token creation process according to the SexMining public contract for the use of the smart contract.



Total Issued 100,000,000 SEX tokens
10% of them will be directed to marketing tasks, the rest will be available for mining.

Attention! You can get SEX tokens only through mining or buy from those who have already mined them.

We do not sell SEX tokens.



Project support
An interesting project? ETH support wallet: 0xC45134D6343a9d89A64401d6fB38C87baDc0A002

BTC support wallet :
	1GMZgttLdBMcLVosas8nHrZNnTgpi5zRzB

Support the SexMining project: help legalize sex around the world, free sex workers from crime and violence, and stop human trafficking.



Sexmining team
The SexMining project was developed by the team of the IT company World Wide Soft s.r.o., registered in the Czech Republic in 2009

We are engaged in the development of various software products

Company website
www.worldwidesof.mobi



Public Offer Agreement SexMining project
The use of SEX (SEX) and MINING (MNG) tokens implies the unambiguous acceptance of this public offer agreement.
SEX token can be used for trading, settlement, exchange, storage, transfer to others, etc.
The MNG token does not have signs of a means of payment, it has no declared value, is blocked for trading, settlements, exchange for other currencies, alienation, transfer to another person.
The MNG token can only be used for mining SEX tokens by burning it during sex (Proof-of-Sex mining mechanism).
Use of the SexMining service should not contradict the local legislation under which the user falls, as well as comply with the norms of international law.
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